Validity of the total body centre of gravity during gait using a markerless motion capture system.
The purpose of this study was to examine the validity of total body centre of gravity (COG) measurement during gait with markerless motion capture system (MLS) on the basis of values acquired with a marker-based motion capture system (MBS). Thirty young healthy subjects walked on a flat surface as coordinate data from their bodies were acquired using the Kinect v2 (as a MLS) and Vicon systems (as a MBS). COG was calculated using coordinate data of the total body. Comparisons of COG ensemble curves in the mediolateral and vertical directions were performed between MLS and MBS throughout the gait cycle. The relative consistency between these systems was assessed using Pearson correlation coefficients. The COG trajectory made by using MLS data followed the trend of the COG trajectory with MBS in the mediolateral direction. In the vertical direction, however, the COG trajectories did not match between two systems. High correlation coefficients (r > 0.79) were observed from 30% to 80% of the gait cycle. The greatest difference of COG between MLS and MBS in the mediolateral direction was 1.1 mm. Differences in the vertical direction appeared to be proportional to the distance between the participant and the Kinect v2 sensor. In the mediolateral direction, COG calculated with MLS data during gait was validated with COG calculated on the basis of a MBS. Further correction of systematic error is necessary to improve the validity of COG calculations in the vertical direction.